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What is it about?

• Complexity
Today Basics Only

• Rules with example narratives
• Next moves
But

• Rember Bob Groves?
  – response bias is key

• Rember Kahneman?
  – avoiding the real problem is of no help
Definition of Management

• Shit happens (SH)

• Management prevents BS to happen
Management Rule 1

• Agreed procedures will be followed by everyone

• Problems?
  – a narrative of PI and Interviewer
3MC Management and Organization not comparable to mono-surveys

• 3MC is not a one company enterprise

• 3MC is created on multiple sites, often contractors

• 3MC Director has to forge a unified workforce
3MC Management and Organization not comparable to mono-surveys

• 3MC is not a one company enterprise

• 3MC is created on multiple sites, often using contractors

• 3MC Director has to forge a unified workforce
Rule 2

• One size does not fit all
  – There are many ways to Rome
  – In Rome do as the Romans do
Next moves

• Listen, listen to others
• Make the others tell their true narrative
• Respect others’ narrative
Thank you!